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As the BMX bike show wowed our 
camp yesterday with incredible 
stunts (can the head staff be spared 
next time??) it became clear that 
there was a deeper message to all 
of us. Color war breakout!... or not.  
But truth be told there is some-
thing to be learned from Jay and 
Cory. And while wearing a helmet 
is important, what is even more im-
portant is the commitment it takes 
to reach such a level of skill. Imag-
ine how many hours of practice, 
of bruises, of failure, moments of 
doubting themselves that must go 
into such an incredible profession. 
Are any of us in line to do a 360 de-
gree twist? Probably not. Is doing a 
flip on a bike in our future? Doubt-
ful. But all of us have moments in 
our lives as Bnei Torah in which we 
doubt ourselves. Am I good enough 
in learning? Is my davening up to 
par? How about watching how I 
speak to a teammate or an op-
ponent? Throughout the course of 
a year and a summer we all expe-
rience ups and downs. Ups and 
downs in leagues, in how we feel, 
and in how we make others feel. 
But isn’t that what being a Yid is 
all about. כי נפלתי קמתי. It’s the battle 
with the yetzer hara that makes us 
stronger. It’s what Hashem wants 
from us. And at the end of the day, 
THAT is a profession worth pursu-
ing.
Have a great shabbos, 
Rabbi Schonfeld
Rabbi Kramer
Rabbi Kessel

This Weeks Top 10 Dear Campers. . .

10- Diamondbacks break 
their losing streak
9- Eeshay Rush
8- WBC intensity
7- Jacobs runs a 4.87 40 
yard dash
6- Binyamin Altschuller 
diving catch
5- Eeshay 81 Romimu 72
4- Rabbi Schonfeld’s face 
as biker flies over his 
head
3- Nochlin wins hover-
board (and camp cheers)
2- BMX
1- Color War 2020!!
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Sparks
Of



E-LeagueE-League

This Week In Camp

League Standings

Ehrman HR to tie it in bottom 9th... walks it off in 11... Frohlich halfcourt goal to tie it... Pomper takes down Yisroel Feit... S 
Lazar goes oppo and scores in garbage can... D Goldschmidt Eeshay home run, 3 errors... S Lazar 99 yard run... D Solomon 
unnecessary slide into home... Kreitman 99 yard pick at end of half...pulled at the 1... Tendler toe drag swag... Yaakov Gewirtz 
owns shoes???... N Lazar jukes Wietschner... M Kessel 99 yard TD run... Herzog 99 yard pick 6... Mehl dodges the tag... M Kessel 
catches it off pitchers head for the out... Mehl barehands the ball, spins, gets the out at first... N Lazar 5 TD first half... N Kagan 
wins 4 times for Eeshay rush record... Graff diving catch... Pesah wins the shas... Lisker thrown out at home twice in a game... 
Pomper beats A Snitow in the tip off... Rabbi Cory... Aron Hahn 99 yard TD run at the end of half... 2 pt conversion tipped and 
taken to house by Y Klein... Shabse and S Goder drop the gloves In soccer... Feit gets into a pickle to score the runner, then 
jukes out Pomper on the basepaths... B Altschuller spectacular diving catch to rob Pomper... Mathias 5 picks... Akiva Levin 
triples in 2 straight games... Abraham to Tyberg for a buzzer beater in E League... Feit moves in the fences, then homers over 
them... R Schonfeld halfcourt shot in Romimu for ice cream... Pomper the zeide in music video... Goder doesn’t vote... neither 
does Kagan... Yosef Gross (and not his brothers) edit the video... bike show... Nochlin and N Kagan actually do Shiluach Hakan... 
and win the Airpods and hoverboard... Azi Schonfeld comes to camp to take over Zarkhin... Horwitz’s black T Shirts... Wachs-
berg the goalie... Seidenfeld to the baseball field please... the Lazar sub controversy... Pomper game winning goal with under 
one minute left... ref Barnett... R Kessel and R Kramer on segways... R Kramer plays (and pitches) in 3-1... until next week...

Younger DivisionYounger Division
Brewers 10-5Brewers 10-5

Titans 9-6Titans 9-6
Hornets 7-8Hornets 7-8
Braves 7-8Braves 7-8

Diamondbacks 6-9Diamondbacks 6-9
Reds 6-9Reds 6-9

Overheard In Eeshay:
“I knew color war breakout was either 
Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, or next 

week!! “

Teams W L
Chiefs 4 1

Chargers 4 2
Giants 3 2

Panthers 3 2
Steelers 2 4
Rams 0 5

 Older Division Older Division
Tar Heels 7-1Tar Heels 7-1
Hoyas 6-2Hoyas 6-2

Redwings 5-2Redwings 5-2
Wolves 3-5Wolves 3-5
Titans 3-5Titans 3-5
Crush 3-5Crush 3-5

Redsox 2-5Redsox 2-5
Islanders 2-6Islanders 2-6

Teams W L
Iron Birds 2 1

Rough Riders 2 2
Stone Crabs 2 2
Chihuahuas 1 2

Teams W L
Big Blue 4 0
Lobos 3 1

Big Apple Pizza 1 3
Medrash 0 4

Teams W L
Bulldogs 3 1
Marlins 1 2

Teams W L

Wizards 3 0
76ers 0 3

Teams W L
Manavu 5 0
Heller 2 4
CBK 2 4

WBCWBC

EFLEFL

Teams W L
New Orleans 2 0

Warriors 0 2

TO WAAAAAAR!!! Color War 2020 is underway in all its usual violence and horror that parents hopefully will 
never discover. For weeks, the Generals have been planning cunning attacks on enemy counselors, seeking to 
mitigate threats, and seize every advantage possible. Jacobs is a savage fighter with no restraint, and gives no 
quarter. I just hope Groman will be able to walk again. And don’t get me started on Tyberg. Such conflicts have 
been going on for decades. Many years ago, when R Schonfeld was a CW general, he discovered that Presi-
dent John F. Kennedy was in league with his opponent, a man named R Silverman.  He did what he had to do. 
Furthermore, I have recently intercepted an attaché case that I can only imagine contains naught but evil. After 
many hours of questioning, the counselor handcuffed to it only told me his name, serial number, and that the 
contents are only known as Operation Flying Octopus. I shudder to think of what could be inside. I will say no 
more of this, lest my secret underground bomb-shelter from which I write enter the crosshairs of Generals who 
will stop at nothing to achieve total victory.
Seeing as all you dunderheads were unable to decipher the cryptic clues alluding to my secret identity, I have-
decided to give you guys another chance. But be warned: as punishment for not figuring it out last week, I will 
make clues far harder. You stand no chance. Give up. Read the mindless drivel in the other articles. Or maybe 
just look at the pictures; that’s probably more your speed.
Sincerely,
Nrok Hcurab
IMPORTANT: This Monday, the 6th grade will be playing a brand-new CW competition. You will learn the rules 
of the game on Monday, but in order to compete, each camper must bring in the following items: 3 avocados,
1 winter coat, 2 plastic hangers, 1 pillowcase, 1 hardcover children’s book, and 2 pencil sharpeners. If you do not 
bring ALL of them, YOU WILL BE UNABLE TO PARTICAPATE. Your team will need as many participants as pos-
sible, so don’t let your teammates down. The camp will try to provide extras to those who need them, but our 
supply is quite limited. The camp would have sent out this information in an email, but something went wrong 
with the camp email address, and it is unusable right now. We hope to have it fixed ASAP.


